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"All investors, from beginners to old hands, should gain from the use of this guide, as I have." From the
Introduction by Michael F. Price, president, Franklin Mutual Advisors, Inc. Benjamin Graham has been
called the most important investment thinker of the twentieth century. As a master investor, pioneering
stock analyst, and mentor to investment superstars, he has no peer. The volume you hold in your hands
is Graham's timeless guide to interpreting and understanding financial statements. It has long been out of
print, but now joins Graham's other masterpieces, The Intelligent Investor and Security Analysis, as the
three priceless keys to understanding Graham and value investing. The advice he offers in this book is as
useful and prescient today as it was sixty years ago. As he writes in the preface, "if you have precise
information as to a company's present financial position and its past earnings record, you are better
equipped to gauge its future possibilities. And this is the essential function and value of security
analysis." Written just three years after his landmark Security Analysis, The Interpretation of Financial
Statements gets to the heart of the master's ideas on value investing in astonishingly few pages. Readers
will learn to analyze a company's balance sheets and income statements and arrive at a true
understanding of its financial position and earnings record. Graham provides simple tests any reader can
apply to determine the financial health and well-being of any company. This volume is an exact text
replica of the first edition of The Interpretation of Financial Statements, published by Harper & Brothers
in 1937. Graham's original language has been restored, and readers can be assured that every idea and
technique presented here appears exactly as Graham intended. Highly practical and accessible, it is an
essential guide for all business people--and makes the perfect companion volume to Graham's
investment masterpiece The Intelligent Investor.

The Use and Misuse of Children
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Recognizing the increasing importance of environmental issues, energy prices, material availability and
efficiency and the difficulty of adequately managing these issues in traditional accounting systems,
several companies all over the world have started implementing “Environmental and Material Flow Cost
Accounting” (EMA and MFCA). “Environmental and Material Flow Costs Accounting” explains and
updates the approach developed for the United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs
(DSD/UNDESA) and the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC) and in addition includes
experiences of several case studies and recent developments regarding EMA and MFCA in national
statistics and ISO standardization.

How to Start a Microbrewery
Get the most comprehensive coverage of the FASB Codification and the latest FASB updates in a single
volume Wiley GAAP 2018: Interpretation and Application of Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
is a thorough study and analysis of all US Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) set forth
in the pronouncements of the FASB (Financial Accounting Standards Board) Codification. All topics are
explained with relevant terminology and practice-oriented real world examples. Each chapter is
composed of a discussion of perspectives and issues, definitions of terms, concepts, rules, and examples.
US GAAP is constantly being updated, and its users require expert interpretation and explanation of the
relevant principles. This book provides the most comprehensive coverage of each Codification topic. It
contains clear, user-friendly guidance on every pronouncement. Fully up-to-date with all the latest
changes, including those to inventory, financial instruments, revenue, and leases Includes more realPage 3/25
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world examples and illustrations than competing titles Arranged according to the FASB Codification, all
topics are referenced to the Codification Wiley GAAP 2018 renders GAAP more understandable and
accessible for research and is designed to reduce the amount of time and effort needed to solve
accounting research and implementation issues, making it the best go-to source for CPAs and others
working in accounting.

The Microbrewery Handbook
Accounting Principles: A Business Perspective uses annual reports of real companies to illustrate many
of the accounting concepts in use in business today. Gaining an understanding of accounting
terminology and concepts, however, is not enough to ensure your success. You also need to be able to
find information on the Internet, analyze various business situations, work effectively as a member of a
team, and communicate your ideas clearly. Accounting Principles: A Business Perspective will give you
an understanding of how to use accounting information to analyze business performance and make
business decisions. The text takes a business perspective. We use the annual reports of real companies to
illustrate many of the accounting concepts. You are familiar with many of the companies we use, such as
The Limited, The Home Depot, and Coca-Cola Company. Gaining an understanding of accounting
terminology and concepts, however, is not enough to ensure your success. You also need to be able to
find information on the Internet, analyze various business situations, work effectively as a member of a
team, and communicate your ideas clearly. This text was developed to help you develop these skills.
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The Craft Brewing Handbook
Craft beer sales are flourishing across the U.S. and without a continual emphasis on producing the
highest quality beer, the health of the entire craft brewing industry is in jeopardy. Proper quality
management for small, regional, and national breweries is critical. This guidebook decodes how to
create and manage a quality system in a brewery. Written for staff who manage quality in breweries of
all types and sizes—new and established alike—this book affords an understanding of how quality
management is integrated into every level of the operation. Whether you are lab staff, production staff,
part of a quality team, or a brewmaster wearing many hats, this book will help you develop a
comprehensive program that will grow with your brewery and help ensure quality processes along the
way—so you can continue to provide great beer for your fans.

Brewing and Craft Beer
Explains how Billy Beene, the general manager of the Oakland Athletics, is using a new kind of thinking
to build a successful and winning baseball team without spending enormous sums of money.

Fundamentals of Business (black and White)
"The Draught Beer Quality Manual provides detailed information on draught line cleaning, system
components and design, pressure and gas balance, proper pouring, and glassware sanitation. Covers both
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direct- and long-draw draught systems, important safety tips, and visual references. Written for draught
system installers, beer wholesalers, retailers, and brewers"--

Accounting Principles
International Financial Statement Analysis provides themost up-to-date detail for the successful
assessment of companyperformance and financial positions. This rich, clear referencecovers all aspects
from financial reporting mechanics and standardsto understanding income and balance sheets.
Comprehensive guidancetoward effective analysis techniques helps readers make real-worlduse of the
knowledge presented, with this new third editioncontaining the most current standards and methods for
thepost-crisis world. Coverage includes the complete statementanalysis process, plus information on
income tax accounting,employee compensation, and the impact of foreign exchange rates onthe
statements of multinational corporations. Understand the accounting mechanics behind
financialreporting Discover the differences between statements from around theworld Learn how each
financial statement element affects securitiesvaluation Master analysis for clues into operations and
riskcharacteristics International Financial Statement Analysis provides thelatest rules and best practices,
with clarity and expertadvice. International Financial Statement Analysis Workbook helpsbusy
professionals understand and apply the concepts andmethodologies essential to accurate financial
analysis. A companionto the IFSA text, this workbook offers learning objectives, chaptersummaries, and
practice problems that reinforce thepractitioner-oriented material to give readers the confidence
theyneed before applying these concepts to real cases. Readers willtest their understanding of the
standards and mechanics offinancial reporting, and make use of the tools and techniquesdescribed in the
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text. This informative study guide is designed tofacilitate information retention, helping readers build a
strongfoundation in financial statement analysis, with practicalapplications across borders. The volatile
global economy makes accurate internationalfinancial statement analysis a valuable skill, where
insufficientmastery makes precise valuation impossible. InternationalFinancial Statement Analysis
provides the most up-to-dateknowledge, and this workbook offers readers a chance to practiceapplying
that knowledge with carefully constructed problems. Work topic-specific practice problems to facilitate
intuitiveunderstanding Review each topic quickly using clear chapter summaries Understand each
chapter's objective to avoid missing keyinformation Practice important methods and techniques before
applying themin the real world It's impossible to tell how well a subject is mastered withoutapplying the
relevant concepts to a real-life situation. Valuationdepends upon an accurate financial analysis, and
practitioners needa solid grasp of the standards, formats, and documentation they mayencounter on the
international level. Practice makes perfect, andInternational Financial Statement Analysis Workbook
providesplenty of practice and essential tools for understanding.

Globalisation, Transition and Development in China
Allen's insatiable, unquenchable curiosity drives him to explore coffee's catalytic effect upon world
empires and mankind itself.

Quality Labs for Small Brewers
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Beer is a beverage with more than 8000 years of history, and the process of brewing has not changed
much over the centuries. However, important technical advances have allowed us to produce beer in a
more sophisticated and efficient way. The proliferation of specialty hop varieties has been behind the
popularity of craft beers seen in the past few years around the world. Craft brewers interpret historic beer
with unique styles. Craft beers are undergoing an unprecedented period of growth, and more than 150
beer styles are currently recognized.

A Brewers Guide to Opening and Operating a Brewpub
Valuation is a topic that is extensively covered in business degree programs throughout the country.
Damodaran's revisions to "Investment Valuation" are an addition to the needs of these programs.

Experimental Organic Chemistry
The definitive guide to the principles and practice of experimental organic chemistry - fully updated and
now featuring more than 100 experiments The latest edition of this popular guide to experimental
organic chemistry takes students from their first day in the laboratory right through to complex research
procedures. All sections have been updated to reflect new techniques, equipment and technologies, and
the text has been revised with an even sharper focus on practical skills and procedures. The first half of
the book is devoted to safe laboratory practice as well as purification and analytical techniques;
particularly spectroscopic analysis. The second half contains step-by-step experimental procedures, each
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one illustrating a basic principle, or important reaction type. Tried and tested over almost three decades,
over 100 validated experiments are graded according to their complexity and all are chosen to highlight
important chemical transformations and to teach key experimental skills. New sections cover updated
health and safety guidelines, additional spectroscopic techniques, electronic notebooks and record
keeping, and techniques, such as semi-automated chromatography and enabling technologies such as the
use of microwave and flow chemistry. New experiments include transition metal-catalysed crosscoupling, organocatalysis, asymmetric synthesis, flow chemistry, and microwave-assisted synthesis. Key
aspects of this third edition include: Detailed descriptions of the correct use of common apparatus used
in the organic laboratory Outlines of practical skills that all chemistry students must learn Highlights of
aspects of health and safety in the laboratory, both in the first section and throughout the experimental
procedures Four new sections reflecting advances in techniques and technologies, from electronic
databases and information retrieval to semi-automated chromatography More than 100 validated
experiments of graded complexity from introductory to research level A user-friendly experiment
directory An instructor manual and PowerPoint slides of the figures in the book available on a
companion website A comprehensive guide to contemporary organic chemistry laboratory principles,
procedures, protocols, tools and techniques, Experimental Organic Chemistry, Third Edition is both an
essential laboratory textbook for students of chemistry at all levels, and a handy bench reference for
experienced chemists.

Principles of Management
An unprecedented guide to successfully start or grow a microbrewery or craft brewery in a much more
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competitive world. Opening a microbrewery starts with, of course, making great beer. But that is just the
beginning. Today’s sophisticated patrons are offered an ever-increasing array of options. It’s so much
more than beer nowadays. Yes, great beer is essential, but to attract and hold on to a loyal customer
base, you must create a sense of place. Do your research. Understand financing and cash flow. Know
how to measure your success. A successful, well-run microbrewery knows how to hire the right
employees—employees that will spread word of your business to friends, family, even total strangers,
both on and off the clock. Marketing, branding, customer experience; they all matter. There are so many
factors that directly and indirectly contribute to success, it may at times be overwhelming. The
Microbrewery Handbook offers an extraordinary look at all of the facets of success in the industry. No
matter if you are thinking about starting a new venture or are already operating your own microbrewery,
this valuable book offers real-world advice and proven strategies to help you thrive in the competitive
micro and craft brewing industry. Focused on practical guidance, author D.C. Reeves distills his
experience founding Perfect Plain Brewing Company in Pensacola, Florida into an engaging, up-to-date
resource for microbrewers everywhere. Clearly showing readers what works in the industry and, just as
importantly, what doesn’t work, The Microbrewery Handbook: Helps you create unique, memorable
experiences for your customers, your employees, and your city Includes coverage of the financial
aspects of building and growing your business, such as banking, investment, and debt Shows you how to
transform your business into a community anchor Offers suggestions on building an entire culture
around your brand that promotes positivity and attracts the right kind of attention Shares personal stories
and advice from a successful microbrew entrepreneur Includes interviews and insight with industry
experts as well as owners of some of the nation’s elite craft breweries including Sam Calagione of
Dogfish Head, Jeffrey Stuffings of Jester King, and Doug Resier of Burial Brewing The Microbrewery
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Handbook: Craft, Brew, and Build Your Own Microbrewery Success is an indispensable, first-of-itskind book for anyone in the micro and craft brewing industry.

The Affordable Brewery
Using his wit, his rare ability to see through the lies that we sane human beings tell each other in order to
hide our selfishness, and his courage to call a spade a spade, which is without a doubt rarely found in
someone who makes a living from speaking or writing, Mokokoma Mokhonoana, author of Divided &
Conquered and writer of not a few worldview-altering aphorisms, lucidly explores the use and misuse of
children by human beings and things such as Mother Nature, religions and churches, countries, and
companies. Among other things, Mokokoma, using brief and potent sentences, touches on the real
reason or reasons why you were intentionally brought into this troubled world. Or why your mother, if
you were conceived unintentionally, did not order, ask, or beg someone to end your life way before you
had to be pushed or pulled out of her womb.

Electroanalytical Methods Of Biological Materials
Dan Woodske is the owner and operator of his own brewpub, Beaver Brewing Company in Beaver Falls
Pennsylvania. He didn't go to brewschool, nor did he work at a brewery before he opened the Beaver
Brewing Company. Now he owns and brews at a successful brewpub. Being the headbrewer and owner
he has worked on every aspect of the brewpub business. He shares his experiences through the
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development stages, licensing, choosing equipment, hiring staff, and everything else needed to open a
successful brewpub

New Brewing Lager Beer
Principles of Management is designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of the introductory
course on management. This is a traditional approach to management using the leading, planning,
organizing, and controlling approach. Management is a broad business discipline, and the Principles of
Management course covers many management areas such as human resource management and strategic
management, as well behavioral areas such as motivation. No one individual can be an expert in all areas
of management, so an additional benefit of this text is that specialists in a variety of areas have authored
individual chapters.

Wiley GAAP 2018
Moneyball (Movie Tie-in Edition) (Movie Tie-in Editions)
The Craft Brewing Handbook: A Practical Guide to Running a Successful Craft Brewery covers the
practical and technical aspects required to set up and grow a successful craft brewing business. With
coverage of equipment options, raw material choice, the brewing process, recipe development and beer
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styles, packaging, quality assurance and quality control, sensory evaluation, common faults in beer,
basic analyses, and strategies to minimize utilities, such as water and energy, this book is a one-stop
shop for the aspiring brewer. The craft brewing sector has grown significantly around the world over the
past decade. Many new breweries are technically naïve and have a thirst for knowledge. This book not
only covers how to maximize the chances of getting production right the first time, it also deals with the
inevitable problems that arise and what to do about them. Focuses on the practical aspects of craft
brewing Features chapters on equipment choice, QA/QC and analyses, and beer styles Provides insights
into successful breweries around the globe

The Brewers Association's Guide to Starting Your Own Brewery
This text details contemporary electroanalytical strategies of biomolecules and electrical phenomena in
biological systems. It presents developments in sequence-specific DNA detection for more efficient
medical diagnosis of genetic and infectious diseases and microbial and viral pathogens.

Craft Beverage Business Management
Beer Law: What Brewers Need to Know is an overview of everything you need to know when you're
opening a brewery or growing your brewery to the next level. Covering topics like company formation,
fundraising, licensing, and trademark. If you own a brewery, or want to, and you're not a lawyer, you
need this book.
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Beer Law
Fully revised and expanded, How to Brew is the definitive guide to making quality beers at home.
Whether you want simple, sure-fire instructions for making your first beer, or you’re a seasoned
homebrewer working with all-grain batches, this book has something for you. Palmer adeptly covers the
full range of brewing possibilities—accurately, clearly and simply. From ingredients and methods to
recipes and equipment, this book is loaded with valuable information for any stage brewer.

International Financial Statement Analysis Workbook
The Craft Beer Market Has Grown 16% During 2015 - Brewers Association, Boulder, C

International Accounting and Multinational Enterprises
From the Vault Career Library covering the basics of financial statements, fit portion of interviews and
equity and debt valuation techniques in a step-by-step process.

Environmental and Material Flow Cost Accounting
Small Business Management in the 21st Century
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Make informed decisions in today's dynamic international businessenvironments International
accounting has never been so exciting. Not only isthe pace of international business, finance, and
investment rapidlyincreasing, but we are also moving closer than ever before toward aconvergence of
accounting standards worldwide. Updated and revised to keep pace with these changes, this SixthEdition
of Radebaugh, Gray, and Black's International Accountingand Multinational Enterprises focuses on
international businessstrategies and how accounting applies to these strategies. You'lllearn how to use
financial and accounting information acrossborders, and make more informed decisions in an
increasinglycomplex international business environment. The authors alsoexplain the key factors,
including cultural differences, thatinfluence accounting standards and practices in differentcountries, and
how those factors impact the harmonization ofstandards worldwide. New to This Edition: * New
coauthor, Ervin L. Black of Brigham Young University. * Updated coverage on corporate governance,
Sarbanes-Oxley, thePublic Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB), and how theseforces
affect U.S.-based multinationals, as well as companies inother countries. * Increased coverage of the
efforts of the International AccountingStandards Board (IASB) to establish a uniform set of
InternationalFinancial Reporting Standards (IRFS) worldwide and its interfacewith different national
standard setters, especially the FASB.Special attention is given to the experience of the European
Unionand Australia in adopting IFRS in 2005. * A web-based International Accounting Practice
Problem, whichhelps students see how to apply IFRS to a set oftransactions. * Brief, user-oriented
examples called Strategic Decision Points atthe beginning of each chapter. * Expanded end-of-chapter
material, including more discussionquestions and exercises. * New cases (two per chapter) on the web. *
Accounting for foreign exchange is now covered in two chapters.One chapter focuses on accounting
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issues, and the other chapter,which is new, focuses on foreign exchange risk management.

Small Brewery Finance
The Devil's Cup
Quality is both a system and a state of mind. Quality Labs for Small Brewers will walk you step-by-step
through the process of establishing and writing a quality program for your brewery. Building an
effective quality program will empower staff to directly influence the consistent production of safe,
quality beer from grain to glass. Learn how policies, procedures, and specifications can help ensure
quality throughout the process. Discover how to build a foundation and culture of quality within your
brewery--no matter what the size--by establishing protocols, corrective actions, and improvements.
Brewers will see results through the application and implementation of prerequisite programs like Good
Manufacturing Practices and food safety requirements. With these programs in place, dive beyond the
numbers and build an understanding of a small brewer's most important measurements and how to
analyze them. These routines will help pinpoint any risks or areas of improvement to ensure that only
quality beer reaches the customer, time after time.

Quench Your Own Thirst
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Founder of The Boston Beer Company, brewer of Samuel Adams Boston Lager, and a key catalyst of
the American craft beer revolution, Jim Koch offers his unique perspective when it comes to business,
beer, and turning your passion into a successful company or career. In 1984, it looked like an
unwinnable David and Goliath struggle: one guy against the mammoth American beer industry. When
others scoffed at Jim Koch’s plan to leave his consulting job and start a brewery that would challenge
American palates, he chose a nineteenth-century family recipe and launched Samuel Adams. Now one of
America’s leading craft breweries, Samuel Adams has redefined the way Americans think about beer
and helped spur a craft beer revolution. In Quench Your Own Thirst, Koch offers unprecedented insights
into the whirlwind ride from scrappy start-up to thriving public company. His innovative business model
and refreshingly frank stories offer counterintuitive lessons that you can apply to business and to life.
Koch covers everything from finding your own Yoda to his theory on how a piece of string can teach
you the most important lesson you’ll ever learn about business. He also has surprising advice on sales,
marketing, hiring, and company culture. Koch’s anecdotes, quirky musings, and bits of wisdom go far
beyond brewing. A fun, engaging guide for building a career or launching a successful business based on
your passions, Quench Your Own Thirst is the key to the ultimate dream: being successful while doing
what you love.

Quality Management
Are you ready to be your own boss and do what you love?If you want to start your own microbrewery so
you can be in more control of your life than this book is for you.Here's the deal: Most people like beer
and you may love the idea of creating your own beer and starting your own microbrewery, but you have
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no idea where to get started: How do you come up with a business plan for your microbrewery? What is
required for you to get started and what equipment do you need? What business entity should your
microbrewery be? Fortunately this book will give you the blueprint you need to build a microbrewery
business that you love.Here are a few of the things you'll discover in this book: Permits and other
requirements you'll need before you can open for business. How to draft up a winning business plan.
Different equipment you'll need to get started. Common mistakes even experienced microbrewers make
that can run you out of business. How to raise capital for your microbrewery. The pros and cons of
different business entities. How to avoid the embarrassing problem of not having any customers.
Imagine what life would be like getting to be your own boss. Imagine getting to have more control over
your income and hours.By following the strategies outlined in this book, you can build the microbrewing
business of your dreams.Scroll up, click the buy now button, and start your path to having your own
microbrewery business today!

Beer Business Finance
"Kary's new book is like a distributor-focused MBA. A must read for your entire management team."
John Conlin, Beverage Business Consultant "Kary does an exceptionally fine job of highlighting the
issues facing distributors today and with his extensive background, he knows how it impacts the bottomline of operating a distribution business. I always look forward to reading his updates and continue to
learn from his vast depth of real-life expertise."Bump Williams, BWC Consulting
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Business Ethics
Learn to brew the best possible beer with less work and more fun! Simple Homebrewing simplifies the
complicated steps for making beer and returns brewing to its fundamentals. Explore easy techniques for
managing the four main ingredients of water, malted barley, hops, and yeast (along with a few odd costars) to become beer. Pick up tips and tricks for a range of brewing challenges like making water
adjustments, working with adjunct ingredients, and brewing wild beers. Drew Beechum and Denny
Conn will guide you from extract brewing to all-grain batches, explain recipe design and small-batch
brewing, and even share ideas on how to make technology work for you. Simple Homebrewing helps
you develop a simple, thoughtful process to make homebrewing more accessible and enjoyable. Even
experienced homebrewers can learn from this dynamic duo, as Simple Homebrewing features expert
advice for brewers of all levels.

A Brewer's Guide to Opening a Nano Brewery
Financial Accounting - The best source for understanding why and when financially sound decisions are
made in business today. Improvements made to the second Canadian edition have been focused on
satisfying the differing needs and abilities of students. This edition has been enhanced with new
pedagogical features designed to help students approach the material from different perspectives. This
new edition also boasts enhanced coverage of the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
and the Accounting Standards for Private Enterprise (ASPE), clearly distinguishing between these two
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approaches throughout the text.

The Interpretation of Financial Statements
There is an alternative to the turn-key brewery that costs $100,000 to $250,000. Tom jokes that he also
has a turn-key brewery, he turns the key, opens the door and makes damn good beer. After helping
hundreds of commercial breweries get their start, Tom Hennessy unlocks the door to purchasing viable,
real commercial brewing equipment, saving you tens of thousands of dollars toward owning your own
brewery. Even if you are only playing with the idea of opening your own brewery, this simple book will
give you plenty of insight into the cost of every piece of equipment you will need, and will open your
eyes to the real possibility that if can be done!

Practical Applications of Accounting Standards
Your brewery is much more than just a small business—it’s the fulfillment of your dream to share a love
for quality craft beer and beverages. Build success from start-up to expansion with a solid foundation of
finance principles geared specifically toward small beverage producers. Learn how to build and interpret
financial reports and create basic pro-forma financial statements for launching a brewery, purchasing
additional equipment, or determining a new location. Explore the various business models available to
you as a craft brewery. Discover pricing models that maximize your profits. Learn how to build a budget
and how to use it to hold staff accountable. This book is written to teach complex topics in simple terms.
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Written in an accessible style, it will help brewery owners and their staff understand the importance of a
strong financial foundation. The insights and results-oriented content will help you run a more
successful brewery.

How To Brew
"Dan Woodske owns and operates a successful and growing nano brewery, the Beaver Brewing
Company in Pennsylvania. He wants to share his experience and know-how with you. From licensing to
buying brewery equipment, every aspect of running your nano-brewery is covered by someone that
actually does it."--P. [4] of cover.

Vault Guide to Finance Interviews
"It's easy to dream of owning your own brewery, but where do you begin? This Brewery Operations
Manual is a complete 'to do' list that will guide you through the maze of events necessary to open your
own brewery. This is not a 'how I did it' story, rather the real nuts and bolts stuff on how you can do it,
without spending the family fortune!"--Cover [p. 4].

Investment Valuation
Starting a successful brewery takes more than heart. The Brewers Association’s Guide to Starting Your
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Own Brewery delivers essential industry knowledge to brewers aspiring to chart their own course. While
America’s craft beer renaissance continues, emphasis must remain on producing the highest quality
beer—or the success of the entire industry is jeopardized. This comprehensive guide will help you plan
and open a thriving, quality-oriented brewery. It reviews everything that matters, from site selection and
branding to regulatory requirements, flooring choices and equipment considerations. Industry veteran
Dick Cantwell of Elysian Brewing adeptly covers ingredients, financing, business plans, quality
assurance, distribution, wastewater, sustainability practices and more, for prospective brewpub and
packaging brewery owners alike. Cantwell walks the reader through the planning and execution required
to turn craft brewing dreams into reality.

Brewery Operations Manual
Greg Noonan’s classic treatise on brewing lagers, New Brewing Lager Beer, offers a thorough yet
practical education on the theory and techniques required to produce high-quality beers using all-grain
methods either at home or in a small commercial brewery. This advanced all-grain reference book is
recommended for intermediate, advanced and professional small-scale brewers. New Brewing Lager
Beers hould be part of every serious brewer’s library.

Simple Homebrewing
(Black & White version) Fundamentals of Business was created for Virginia Tech's MGT 1104
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Foundations of Business through a collaboration between the Pamplin College of Business and Virginia
Tech Libraries. This book is freely available at: http://hdl.handle.net/10919/70961 It is licensed with a
Creative Commons-NonCommercial ShareAlike 3.0 license.

Draught Beer Quality Manual
Based on extensive original research, Globalisation, Transition and Development in China explains
China's development strategy and its underlying forces, and the success of this strategy. It examines
China's gradualist approach which emphasizes development first and regards transition and globalization
as secondary, enacting liberalization of domestic markets and integration into the world economy in a
paced way, avoiding dramatic changes which might impede or even reverse development, and argues
that this approach is broadly correct. It considers China's failures, including the failure to build large
globally competitive corporations despite the intention to do this, and shows how China's economic
strategy has been implemented in detail with a case study of the large and important coal industry.
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